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- **GRAMMATICA**
  *Dal volume “Destination B2” di Malcom Mann e Steve Taylore:*
  Unit 1: Present time (present simple, present continuous, present perfect simple, present perfect continuous, stative verbs).
  Unit 2: Travel and Transport.
  Unit 3: Past time (would, used to, past simple, past continuous, past perfect simple, past perfect continuous).
  Unit 4: Hobbies, Sport and Games.
  Unit 5: Future time/ Present tenses in time clauses / Prepositions of time and place.
  Unit 6: Science and Technology.
  Unit 7: Articles / Countable and uncountable nouns / Quantifiers.
  Unit 8: The Media.
  Unit 9: Conditionals (0, first, second, third, mixed, inverted/unless, in case as/so long as, provided that).

- **LETTERATURA**
  The rise of the novel
  The industrial revolution
  Daniel Defoe: life
  Daniel Defoe: Robinson Crusoe (Visione del film Cast Away)
  Daniel Defoe: Moll Flanders (Visione del film Moll Flanders)
  Samuel Richardson: life
  Samuel Richardson: Pamela
  Women Situation in 18th century
  Short Story
  Charlotte Brontë: life
  Charlotte Brontë: Jane Eyre
  Jane Austen: life
  Jane Austen: Pride and Prejudice (Visione del film Pride and Prejudice)
- CURRENT AFFAIRS
  Visione del cortometraggio “Kony2012”, commento e analisi del video.
  Visione delle 2 interviste correlate al video: - CNN INTERVIEW MR.RUSSELL
     - INTERVIEW KONY

- PODCAST
  Ascolto dei Podcast 16 e 17 “Writing an essay I e II” da ESLPod.com’s Guide to TOFL Test.
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